
Here i am
Drumline makeup and hair



Materials needed
● Makeup brushes are a need, 

any cheap kind will help
● Eye shadow: you don't 

need an expensive palette 
you just need two basic 
colors RED and black 

● Buy any cheap eyeshadow 
at your local drugstore 

● Black and red lipstick

(this eyeshadow is more on the expensive side don’t buy it and 
elf brushes are pretty cheap)



Makeup looks!

This year for the drumline show we will be doing four different looks for four different 
sections, our idea is that we have rankings. Those who wear gold are high class, those with both 
gold and red are the middle class and those with just red are the lower class. The front three 
marimbas and the upper batter will have the first look (slides 4-6) which means they are the high 
upper class.  the metals, bells, cymbals, and xylo, are the lower class (slides 7-10). The basses will 
also be the in the upper class (slides 11-13). And finally the aux/rhythm section and synths, they 
will be the middle class (slides 14-16)



Makeup style for the 3 marribas and 
upper battery (snares and tenors)

● Use the black eyeshadow seen in slide 2, use 
any brush to smoke the black all over the 
eyelid and under your eye

● As seen in the picture bring the makeup 
down to where your earlobe is and spike it 
out 

● Then bring it up to your side temple and 
spoke it out as well 



● Apply black lipstick to your lips 
and a line down the center of your 
chin

● Then get the gold paint and apply 
three scratch like lines across the 
right side of your face like shown 
in the image



● Then make sure to use the black 
eyeshadow to draw a black line 
down the center of your face 

● Starting from the middle of 
your forehead down to the tip of 
your nose. 

● And there! Your look is complete

Materials used: black eyeshadow, 
black lipstick, and gold paint



Makeup design for the metals (cymbals, 
vibes, bells, xylo)
● For this look you will be using the same 

black eyeshadow and lipstick but will be 
adding a red lipstick as well

● First draw out the lines starting from the 
slide of your face to the other side, adding a 
line through through the middle of your 
face from the center of your forehead to the 
tip of your nose

● Then a dd a line in the center of your chin



● Then fill out and make the lines 
darker 

● Then use your red lipstick to make 
triangles on both sides of your 
forehead and both sides of your 
cheeks

● Make sure the triangles are filled in



● Then use your red lipstick again to 
make four dots on each side of your 
face 

● Two on top of your eyebrow as see in 
the image

● Then two under the line you drew on 
your cheeks as seen in the image



● Finished! 
● Materials: red lipstick, black 

lipstick, and black eyeshadow



Make up for the bass drums 

● Use the eyeshadow as seen in the second 
slide 

● Apply the black eyeshadow onto the lid 
and smoke it out until it is blended 

● Then bring the brush down to your 
earlobe and up to your temple 

● Fill in the area as seen in the image 



● (the lipstick is black not dark 
purple I did not have any other 
color with me ) 

● Apply the black lipstick to your lips 
and draw a line down the center of 
your chin connecting to your 
bottom lip and bottom of your 
chin as seen in the image 



● Then for the final touches add a line in 
the center of your face starting a little 
higher than your eyebrows and down to 
the tip of your nose

● Then add a thick line with the gold paint 
from under your eye to the bottom of 
your cheek on both sides as seen in the 
drawing

● Then add two dots on each side of the 
thick lines on both sides 

( I made a mistake it is 
supposed to be a thick gold 
lines going down your 
cheeks not thing lines )



● Use the black eyeshadow as seen in the 
second slide to draw a thick line across 
your face, example seen in the picture

● Then add a line down the center of your 
face starting from a little above the 
eyebrow down to the tip of your nose

Makeup for the Aux (rhythm)and synth players



● Apply black lipstick to your lips and with 
the same black lipstick use it to draw a 
line in the center of your chin, starting 
from your bottom lip down to the 
bottom of your chin

● Then use your red lipstick to draw thick 
‘smiles’ under your eyes/on the cheek as 
seen in the image



● Final step draw three dots above 
your eye using the red lipstick 

And there you go! 

Materials used: black eyeshadow, red and 
black elipstick



Makeup looks complete! 

If you have any questions feel free to ask me (Daniela) , Geovanna, rheanna, Jodi, or Charles 
for any clarification


